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UN BATHS should be given to all well chil-

dren to keep them well and to many sick

children to help make them well. When the

weather permits and the sun is not too hot,

arrange for the youngster to be out doors in

the sunshine as much as possible. ((Sick children should

take their sun baths stripped or clad merely in very short

pants. In many places this can be done only in front of an

open window. The health-giving ultra-violet rays of the

sun do not pass through ordinary glass. A physician should

advise how long the exposure should be and carefully watch
the condition of the child so that no ill effects will result

from too long treatments. ((The suits shown in this leaflet

are intended for well children who are taking their sun baths

as part of their usual playtime. If the child has not been ac-

customed to playing in the direct sun, it is best to begin

with short periods of time and expose only a small portion

of the body at first. Gradually increase both the time and
the amount exposed until a coat of tan has been acquired.

In order to do this, suits similar to the one shown on page

three may be used at first and later the more transparent and

abbreviated types. A lightweight brimmed hat should be

worn to protect the eyes. ((Almost any well-fitting romper
pattern can be modified for use in cutting sun suits. As a

beginning it is well to select a pattern conforming as closely

as possible to the suit desired. Dutch romper patterns arc

more useful in some cases, and in others a choice must be

made between a pattern for a romper with a shaped crotch

and one in which the crotch is cut on a fold of the material.
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LOOSELY WOVEN FABRICS

A±L the common textile fibers stop

most of the ultra-violet rays. It is there-

fore best to choose loosely woven fab-

rics for sun suits so that these rays can

reach the body through the large spaces

between the yarns. The waists of some

of the suits shown here are of marqui-

sette, net, or other fancy, open-woven

cotton fabrics. The material for the

lower parts is as loosely woven as mod-

esty and wearing qualities will permit.

Cable net and brown cotton suiting

have been chosen for this boy's suit.

kDwe trousers button on to the net

top and can be worn also with ordinary

waists. Since a drop seat has been pro-

vided to make self-dressing easier, an

overblouse partly covering the side

openings will be more attractive for

street wear than a waist to which the

trousers must be buttoned. The set-in

pockets and plain tailored lines give a

mannish effect even to the sun suit.
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COOL AND COMFORTABLE

IF transparent waists are not desired,

a loose sleeveless play suit can be de'

vised that allows access to much light

and air. The one shown here is cut in

two pieces and fastens on the shoulders.

The square neck line is becoming to

most children, but care must be taken to

fit the shoulder straps up close enough

to the neck so that they will not fall

down on the arms or bring uncomfort'

able pressure on the shoulder. CfCotton

print is the fabric used. The small

white conventional flowers on a red

background make a design particularly

suitable for the child with a dark com'

plexion.

Vj/HE crotch is a fold of the material,

and the drop seat is a straight piece put
on with a deep plait at each side. This

does not have the bunchy gathering of

the ordinary drop seat and gives a much
neater appearance. The back is cut away
under this piece, but sufficient material

is left to keep it from pulling out. Four

buttons, arranged two on each side, are

much easier for the child to manage than

three with one placed in the center.
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SUNBONNETS TO MATCH

ftf,'ANY mothers like this type of

sun suit, especially for the older chil-

dren. It is made from a Dutch romper

pattern but is fastened at the shoulders

instead of down the back, and the front

is cut in one piece. The crotch is

slightly shaped, and the drop seat is simi-

lar to the one used on the suit shown

on page three. Two roomy pockets

add to the wearer's happiness, and leg

bands large enough to slip up to her

thighs without binding add to her com-

fort. ((The fabric is lightweight cre-

tonne with a floral design in which the

yellows, browns, and dull reds of au-

tumn are nicely blended. The trim-

ming is golden-brown bias tape.

<S1HE outfit is completed with a perky

little sunbonnet, quite different from

the one grandmother wore. The sides

of the headpiece and the back have been

shortened so that it is more comfortable

than the old-fashioned sunbonnet but

still gives the desired shade for the eyes

and protection for the head.
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FAST BUT GAY COLORS

A STURDY little girl needs a sturdy-

little suit. This one of a durable cotton

print was planned with her in mind.

The crotch is cut on the fold of the ma'

terial so as to give as much freedom and

protection as possible. As the front of

the suit and the back of the waist are in

one piece, only four buttons are neces-

sary. The waist is cut out very low under

each arm. However, in order to make

buttoning a little easier than in the over-

all type of garment (page seven) the

back of the waist is extended at each

side so that it may carry all four but'

tons. Both the front and the drop seat

fasten onto the button directly under

the arm. The result is a garment very

easy to make and to launder.

Th.HE FABRIC was tested before it was

bought and is fast to both light and

washing. Whenever possible, get sam-

pies and test all dyed material to be used

for children's clothing. Fast colors are not

necessarily dull colors. This fabric has a

conventional design of tiny oranges and

lemons among green leaves and is a con-

stant source of interest to this 2-year-old.

The edges of the garment and of the large

pockets are bound with orange bands.
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TRANSPARENT WAIST OF NET

v^yHIS jaunty little outfit of cretonne,

in a conventional design of plump red

cherries on a cream-colored background,

makes a gay picture. The waist, is of

ecru cable net, and the whole is banded

with bias tape of soft green. The net

is durable and is amply strengthened

with tape at the neck and armholes and

under the buttons and buttonholes. The
Dutch sides add Style and give a bloomer

effect without the need of tight bands

to hold the trouser legs in place. The

facings of these side pieces are wide and

are seamed together at their lower edges,

thus closing the otherwise open placket

and giving a strong reinforcement for

the sides of the drop seat. The garment

can be cut from any Dutch-romper pat'

tern. In making all such suits, the front

of the waist should be rounded down
at the waistline.

I

T5,HE hat consists of a cretonne brim

and a removable crown which is merely

a circle of the net. Both are bound with

the green bias tape. A little experi-

menting with a piece of paper and a

pair of scissors will produce the pattern

for the brim. It should be made a little

wider in the front than in the back and

should have a back seam so that it may

be shaped becomingly. An inner lining

of thin muslin makes a brim which, with

slight starching, will hold its shape and

yet not be too warm for comfort.
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OVERALLS AS SUN SUITS

o VERALLS have long been consid-

ered an essential part of every Ameri-

can boy's wardrobe. These jolly suits

might never be recognized as relatives

of that prosaic garment, but they are

firsT: cousins brought up to date and ab-

breviated into sun suits. The fabrics

are bright - flowered cretonnes, much

more porous and comfortable than the

heavy materials so often used for over-

alls. The trouser legs are short and

loose enough to allow the sun to do its

work. They can be lengthened, if the

small boy shows too great a tendency to

get battered knees. However, another

advantage of the short loose leg is that

a front opening is often unnecessary on

such garments.
^^

<sHE shoulder straps of the suit

shown above cross in the back, but they

are wide and fit so close to the neck that

they will never wear down the middle

of the shoulder nor cause poor posture.

The one-piece back of the other suit is

perhaps even more comfortable. Notice

also that the side buttonholes on this

suit have been placed on the front so

they will be easier for small fingers to

reach. In both these suits an allowance

has been made for new buttonholes on

the back when lengthening becomes

necessary.
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15,HE desire of many little girls for

dainty clothing has been considered in planning this suit. The lower

part is of pink-and'white cotton print. A white fabric of fancy leno

weave is used for the transparent top. This is perhaps not so durable

as the transparent waists of cable net but has a softer texture and may
be more comfortable to a child with a sensitive skin. (£A romper

pattern with a straight crotch is used. The waist has more material

than that of any of the other sun suits illustrated, and this as well as

the pointed lower part makes it a very modest garment. The back

shoulder pieces lap far enough over the front to allow the buttons to

be changed when the suit needs to be lengthened. This is a point that

should be watched carefully in all one-piece garments, for they are very

uncomfortable when too short in the crotch. ((As in the case of all

clothing, the design, color, and material for a sun suit must be chosen

to suit the child who is to wear it if the result is to be becoming and

attractive. However, it is well not to become so interested in making

a becoming garment that the real object of the suit is overlooked. If it

does not allow the sun to reach a large part of the body, it is not a

sun suit.
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